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Abstract
We present a shading-based shape reﬁnement algorithm
which uses a noisy, incomplete depth map from Kinect to
help resolve ambiguities in shape-from-shading. In our
framework, the partial depth information is used to overcome bas-relief ambiguity in normals estimation, as well as
to assist in recovering relative albedos, which are needed to
reliably estimate the lighting environment and to separate
shading from albedo. This reﬁnement of surface normals
using a noisy depth map leads to high-quality 3D surfaces.
The effectiveness of our algorithm is demonstrated through
several challenging real-world examples.

1. Introduction
Shape-from-shading (SfS) is a challenging problem because of the considerable ambiguity in its solution. For
the simplest case of Lambertian reﬂectance and known
albedo, the derived solution suffers from bas-relief ambiguity [6, 22, 4]. When albedo is unknown, the range of possible solutions expands signiﬁcantly. To resolve these ambiguities, an obvious solution is to utilize a set of input images under different lighting conditions, which transforms
the SfS problem into that of photometric stereo [18, 21].
However, such additional input data is often inconvenient
to obtain in practise. Recent techniques for SfS [8, 12] estimate shape from a single input image under natural illumination, but deal with uniform-albedo objects and require a
special calibration target to measure lighting.
In this paper, we propose a shading-based shape reﬁnement algorithm that utilizes Microsoft Kinect to address the ambiguities that exist among lighting, normals
and albedo. The Kinect records each RGB image together
with a depth map. Although the depth map is noisy and
typically contains holes1 , we present a method that effec∗ This work was done while Lap-Fai Yu was a visiting student at MSRA
and at SUTD.
1 Depth map holes result from scene areas in a Kinect depth image outside the depth sensing range or occluded from the infrared light projections, since the infrared projection and sensing directions are not the same.
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Figure 1. Our shading-based shape reﬁnement deals with the shape
and reﬂectance ambiguities of SfS while effectively enhancing surface normals computed from the raw, noisy depth data of Kinect.

tively utilizes this information to improve the performance
of SfS for scenes with unknown reﬂectance variation and
lighting. The depth information not only helps to resolve
bas-relief ambiguity, but also aids in clustering pixels with
similar normal directions. Such grouping allows us to effectively estimate relative albedos and the environment illumination in terms of spherical harmonics. To handle the
holes in a depth map, we use edges from the RGB image to
guide a structure-preserving hole ﬁlling process and create
a reliable depth map proxy for our shading-based shape reﬁnement algorithm. The utilization of a noisy, incomplete
depth map in our approach leads to high-quality 3D scene
reconstruction, as exempliﬁed in Figure 1.

2. Related Work
Our work is related to SfS and depth map enhancement.
Recent advances in SfS aim to relax strict assumptions
about lighting and reﬂectance. In [8], Johnson and Adelson show that the inherent complexity of natural illumination actually beneﬁts shape estimation instead of introducing greater ambiguity. Their work uses a reference sphere
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Figure 2. Flowchart of our approach.

with the same reﬂectance properties as the target object to
model the object’s shading under the environment illumination [16]. Instead of assuming Lambertian reﬂectance, Oxholm and Nishino consider arbitrary isotropic BRDFs [12],
with the illumination environment acquired using a reﬂective sphere. Recently, Barron and Malik [1] proposed an SfS
approach that enforces multiple priors on shape, albedo and
illumination in estimating those properties. Our approach
differs from these recent techniques in that it employs an
RGB-D camera, but does not require a calibration target,
an assumption of uniform albedo, or reliance on smoothness and entropy constraints which may be unsuitable for
the given scene. This makes our approach more general and
robust in practice. For a more extensive review of SfS, we
refer readers to various surveys [6, 22, 4].
Apart from single image approaches, another direction is
to use a shape prior to constrain the solution space of SfS.
Huang and Smith [7] interpolate the boundary normals of
an object to obtain a rough shape prior to constrain SfS. Wu
et al. [19] use multiview stereo to obtain rough but reliable
geometry and use it to resolve the local ambiguity of SfS.
After that, the SfS solution is used to enhance the multiview stereo geometry by integrating subtle details from SfS.
Such a solution, however, cannot be directly applied with
an RGB-D image that contains substantial noise and holes.
Their method also does not handle objects with reﬂectance
variation.
With regard to depth map enhancement, recent advances
use an additional RGB image to denoise and upsample a
depth map [20, 3, 13]. With an RGB image that has a higher
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio than the depth map, a direct approach is to apply a joint bilateral ﬁlter [20, 3] using
the RGB image to deﬁne a neighborhood smoothness term.
In [13], Park et al. formulate this as an optimization problem and show that with a small amount of user interaction,
the depth map can be greatly improved. But while these
depth map enhancement methods can reduce noise and increase resolution, they also lose ﬁne depth details during
the smoothing process. By contrast, our approach recovers
ﬁne depth details even if they are not captured in the initial

noisy depth map, by making greater use of the RGB image
through an analysis of its shading.

3. Depth-assisted SfS Approach
To facilitate SfS, our approach utilizes partial depth information to separate shading from albedo, aid illumination
estimation, and resolve surface normal ambiguity. No assumptions are made on the incident illumination or surface
geometry, while the reﬂectance in the scene is taken to be
Lambertian.

3.1. Overview
Figure 2 displays a ﬂowchart of our algorithm. From the
input RGB image and depth map, our method ﬁrst computes
a normal map from the captured depth map and segments
the RGB image into regions of piecewise smooth color.
Through alternating optimization (AO), the relative albedos
among the different regions are calculated, and the environment illumination is estimated from the albedo-normalized
image. After that, we estimate normals over the whole image using SfS with the help of a normal map computed from
Kinect as a shape prior to resolve bas-relief ambiguity. For
regions that lack depth map values from Kinect, we use a
constrained texture synthesis to ﬁll in the missing depth values prior to applying our normal estimation algorithm. As
shown in Figure 1, the output of our method is a reﬁned
normal map without the shape and reﬂectance ambiguities
of SfS nor the noise and holes of the Kinect range data.

3.2. Relative Albedo and Lighting Estimation
The input from Kinect consists of an RGB image I =
{Ii }, Ii = [Ii,r , Ii,g , Ii,b ]T where i is the pixel index, and a
depth map. From the point cloud determined from the depth
map, we calculate a rough normal map N = {ni }, where
ni = [ni,x , ni,y , ni,z ]T is the unit normal at pixel i, obtained by a simple cross-product of the neighboring points.
For pixels with missing depth values, or whose neighboring
pixels have any missing depth values, no initial normal is
computed.
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3.2.1 Relative Albedo from Common Normals
We ﬁrst perform a mean-shift clustering on the RGB image,
with a minimum region size of 500 pixels. Suppose this
forms a set of S clusters C = {Cu , u = 1, ..., S}. Each
cluster contains a set of pixels and a corresponding set of
normals. Under consistent environment lighting, any two
pixels a and b with same normal direction in two different
clusters have the same shading, and thus the differences between their pixel values are due only to differences in their
relative albedos, pa,k and pb,k :
Ia,k
pa,k
=
Ib,k
pb,k
where k = 1, 2, 3 respectively index the RGB channels.
With this property, we solve for the relative albedos between different clusters using pixel-pairs of common normals from different clusters. We note that intensity ratios
have also been used as an illumination invariant for object
recognition [5, 11].
3.2.2

Data Structure

To facilitate normal direction comparisons among clusters,
we quantize all possible normal directions to vertices on an
icosahedron, which provides a uniformly-distributed set of
T = 642 normal directions over a sphere. The normals in
an image are stored in a data structure Bu,j,k which we refer to as bins, where u = 1, ..., S denotes the cluster index,
j = 1, ..., T denotes the normal directions as sampled from
the icosahedron, and k = 0, ..., 3 with Bu,j,0 as an indicator bit of whether the j-th normal direction exists within
cluster Cu , and [Bu,j,1 , Bu,j,2 , Bu,j,3 ] store the RGB values
corresponding to the j-th normal direction in cluster Cu .
All the bin values are initialized to zeros. Then, for each
cluster Cu , each normal n falls into a bin Bu,t,k , where n
has the smallest dot-product with the t-th normal direction
among all the T normal directions on the icosahedron. We
set Bu,t,0 = 1 to indicate that this bin is utilized. Then we
ﬁll in Bu,t,k , where k = 1, 2, 3, with the RGB values of
the pixel with normal n. If there are multiple pixels having
normals that fall into the same bin Bu,t,k , the median of
their RGB values is used.
3.2.3

Graph Representation

After the data structure is built, we represent the commonnormal-direction relationships between different clusters as
a graph, G = {C, E}. Each cluster Cu is represented as a
node. An edge Eu1 ,u2 exists between cluster Cu1 and Cu2
only if there are more than λ common normal directions
between clusters Cu1 and Cu2 , with λ = 20 in our experiments. The edge is given a score equal to the number of

Figure 3. Graph of common-normal-direction relationships among
clusters, with the maximum spanning tree indicated by red edges.

common normal directions. Refer to Figure 3 for an example graph.
In estimating a globally consistent set of relative albedos,
we utilize the maximum spanning tree (MST) algorithm to
determine a cycle-free set of links that maximize the number of common normal directions between clusters. As the
graph may be disconnected, a forest of trees may be formed.
After the MST is found, we calculate the relative albedos
between all of its clusters in a depth-ﬁrst search order along
the tree.
The relative albedo between two clusters is computed by
ﬁrst determining the common bins (corresponding to common normals) utilized in clusters Cu1 and Cu2 , denoted by
Q = {q : Bu1 ,q,0 = 1 and Bu2 ,q,0 = 1}. Then we obtain
an estimate of relative albedo of Cu2 over Cu1 for each of
the RGB channels:
Bu2 ,q,k
.
pu2 ,k =
Bu1 ,q,k
Among all common bins, we run RANSAC to obtain the
relative albedo estimates in a manner robust against outliers.
Pseudocode of this relative albedo estimation procedure is
provided in the supplementary material.
3.2.4

Lighting Estimation

The estimated relative albedos are highly useful. By normalizing the albedos in different regions, we can then
jointly use their rich variety of normal directions to more
reliably estimate the environment lighting.
Suppose there are R pixels whose relative albedos are
estimated from the MST, and let n̂i = [nTi 1]T . We estimate
the lighting in terms of 2nd order spherical harmonics (SH)
for each RGB channel k = 1, 2, 3:
n̂i T Mk n̂i

=

Ii,k
pi,k

(1)

where i = 1, ..., R and Mk depends on the SH coefﬁcients
for the k-th RGB channel [16]. Using the RGB image I
and initial normal map N computed from Kinect, Mk in (1)
can be estimated up to a scale factor by linear least-squares
minimization.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4. Relative albedos estimated by our alternating optimization. (a) Input image, (b) & (c) Relative albedos estimated at the 1st and
5th iteration, (d) & (e) Corresponding shading images at the 1st and 5th iteration. Clusters without relative albedos in the 1st iteration are
simply ﬁlled by original RGB values in (b).

3.2.5

Reﬁnement by Alternating Optimization

With the estimated lighting, we reﬁne the relative albedos
and calculate the relative albedos of those clusters not yet
estimated. For each cluster, an estimate of relative albedo
for each RGB channel k is obtained for each normal ni in
the cluster as:
Ii,k
pi,k = T
.
(2)
n̂i Mk n̂i
RANSAC is again run on these estimates to obtain an
updated relative albedo for each cluster. Using the updated
relative albedos of the MST clusters, we re-estimate the SH
coefﬁcients by (1). This alternating optimization process is
repeated until the change falls below a small value. In practice, convergence is obtained in 3-5 iterations. An example
of the improvements gained through iterative optimization
is shown in Figure 4. We note that despite the noisy normals
of the depth map, the relative albedos between two regions
can be reliably determined when they have many normals
in common, as is the case for connected nodes in the MST.
Moreover, the environment lighting can also be dependably
recovered when the number and range of noisy normals is
large, as again is the case with the MST.

3.3. Geometry Estimation
3.3.1

Structure-preserving Shape Prior

Shape-from-shading on a single image is an ill-posed problem that suffers from bas-relief ambiguity [2] (see Figure 5)
unless a shape prior is enforced. In our work, we exploit the
Kinect RGB-D data to obtain a structure-preserving shape
prior, in the form of prior normals to be used later in a normal reﬁnement step.
Kinect depth maps, however, frequently contain holes
where there is no depth information for directly computing
surface normals. Rather than ﬁlling the holes by smooth
interpolation, which tends to lose sharp edges and corners

Figure 5. Effect of prior normals on handling bas-relief ambiguity. Left: without prior normals, the bed is roughly co-planar with
the backboard. Right: by accounting for prior normals, the bed
normals are correctly pointing upward.

Figure 6. Illustration of patch-based repairing of a structural hole.

(see Figure 8), we estimate the missing data in a structurepreserving manner, similar in spirit to [17] but with different
considerations due to our different problem setting.
Though holes may exist in the depth image, they do not
appear in the corresponding RGB image. We thus take advantage of the RGB image as a guide for depth completion
in the hole region. First, a Canny edge detector is applied
to the RGB image. We then identify RGB edges that pass
through a hole, referred to as a structural hole, in the depth
image. Along the edge, we generate hole patches which
contain hole pixels whose depths need to be obtained, and
known patches which contain no hole and are used for repairing the hole patches. Figure 6 shows an illustration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 7. Example of repairing a depth map hole. (a) Input RGB, (b) Input depth, (c) Depth gradient map, (d) Depth gradient map after
patch repair, (e) Depth map after patch repair and poisson integration, (f) Prior normal map, (g) Resulting normal map after SfS.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Depth Gradient Data Cost: Let ZDdg be the number of
non-hole pixels covered by hole patches, and D as the
depth gradient image. Since these pixels have depth values,
their depth gradients can be calculated. The depth gradient data cost favors solutions in which the computed depth
gradients closely match the original depth gradients for the
non-hole pixels:

(d)

CDdg (H) =

Figure 8. Example of patch-based repairing versus smoothing to
obtain a structure-preserving shape prior for the example scene
in Figure 7. Patch-based repairing allows propagation of existing structure to the hole region. (a) Shape prior using poisson
smoothing. (b) Shape prior using patch-based repairing. (c) & (d)
Resultant normals using shape prior from (a) & (b).

l

wDrgb CDrgb (H) + wSrgb CSrgb (H) +
wDdg CDdg (H) + wSdg CSdg (H)

1

3ZDrgb


l

p∈Hl



α(Hl (p)) =

1 Hl (p) has a depth gradient
0 otherwise.

(6)

RGB Smoothness Cost: Suppose {Hl1 , Hl2 } is a pair of
overlapping hole patches, and KH −1 and KH −1 respectively
l1
l2
denote their repairing known patches. Suppose also that
pixel pa of KH −1 coincides with pixel pb of KH −1 , when
l1
l2
KH −1 and KH −1 are pasted onto Hl1 and Hl2 . With Zov
l1
l2
being the number of pixels in the overlapping regions of
hole patches, we penalize solutions where the overlapping
RGB values are inconsistent:

(3)

CSrgb (H) =

1
3Zov





I(KH −1 (pa ))−I(KH −1 (pb ))2 .

{Hl1 ,Hl2 } {pa ,pb }

l1

l2

(7)

where CDrgb (H), CSrgb (H), CDdg (H) and CSdg (H) are respectively the RGB data cost, RGB smoothness cost, depth
gradient data cost and depth gradient smoothness cost. We
set wDrgb = 1.0, wDdg = 1.0, wSrgb = 0.1 and wSdg = 0.1
in our experiments. Each cost term is detailed as follows.
Denote the set of hole patches as H = {Hl } and the set
of known patches as K = {Km }. Hl is itself a set containing all pixels that lie within the patch, with each pixel
indexed by local patch coordinate p. For notational convenience, we also deﬁne Hl (p) as the pixel location in image
coordinates, such that I(Hl (p)) is the RGB intensity of the
pixel, and likewise for I(Km (p)). Also, Hl−1 returns the
corresponding known patch’s index, such that KH −1 is the
l
patch that repairs Hl .
RGB Data Cost: Let ZDrgb denote the number of pixels
covered by hole patches. The RGB data cost is deﬁned
so that the selected known patch closely matches the hole
patch in the RGB image:
CDrgb (H) =

l

(5)

where

The goal is to transfer the depth gradients from the
known patches to the hole patches, after which the depth
of the hole can be ﬁlled in by poisson integration while preserving the structure along the edge. This structural propagation is formulated as an MRF which is solved by belief
propagation [14]. The MRF total cost function for the set of
hole patches H is deﬁned as:
CBP (H) =

1 
α(Hl (p))D (Hl (p))−D (KH −1 (p))2
l
2ZDdg
p∈H

Depth Gradient Smoothness Cost: Similar to the RGB
smoothness cost, we have a corresponding cost for the depth
gradient image:
CSdg (H) =

1
2Zov





{Hl1 ,Hl2 } {pa ,pb }

D (KH −1 (pa ))−D (KH −1 (pb ))2 .
l1

l2

(8)

After belief propagation is performed to minimize
CBP (H), depth gradients of pixels within hole patches
are replaced by depth gradients from the assigned known
patches. With the transferred depth gradients and the known
depth values along the hole boundary as boundary conditions, poisson integration [15] is used to ﬁll in the depth
values of the hole. Figure 7 illustrates this process.
3.3.2

I(Hl (p)) − I(KH −1 (p))2 .

Surface Normal Reﬁnement

The estimated relative albedos, lighting and shape prior
serve as useful inputs for normal reﬁnement over the whole

l

(4)
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scene. Suppose there are in total Ztotal pixels. The surface
normal reﬁnement is formulated as a non-linear optimization using the total energy function:
E(N ) = wsf s Esf s (N ) + wprior Eprior (N ) +
wsmooth Esmooth (N ) + wnorm Enorm (N ).

(9)

Esf s (N ) is the shape-from-shading cost represented using 2nd order spherical harmonics. It constrains the normal
according to the shading observed in the RGB image:
1  
Esf s (N ) =
(Ii,k − pi,k n̂i T Mk n̂i )2 (10)
Ztotal i

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

k={1,2,3}

To resolve bas-relief ambiguity, Eprior (N ) constrains the
normals to be similar to the prior normals computed from
the repaired Kinect depth map (see Figure 5). Denote the
prior normal as ni :
1 
Eprior (N ) =
ni − ni 2 .
(11)
Ztotal i

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(0.4407)

(0.4179)

(0.3206)

(0.2451)

Figure 9. Light estimation experiment. (a) Input scene. (b) Clusters colored for illustration. (c) Ground truth environment map. (d)
Ground truth 2nd-order SH. (e) Estimation by red cluster in (b). (f)
Estimation by green cluster. (g) Estimation by blue cluster. (h) Estimation by all regions in the MST. Bracketed numbers show RSME.

Esmooth (N ) is a smoothness term with respect to 1storder neighbors. For the set of 1st-order neighbors, {i1 , i2 },
we have:

1
ni1 − ni2 2 .
(12)
Esmooth (N ) =
Ztotal
{i1 ,i2 }

Finally, Enorm (N ) is the norm regularization which constrains the normals to be of unit length:
1  T
Enorm (N ) =
(ni ni − 1)2 .
(13)
Ztotal i

initialization
(0.3416)

iteration 2
(0.2465)

iteration 3
(0.2458)

iteration 4
(0.2454)

iteration 5
(0.2451)

Figure 10. Iterative reﬁnement of light estimation throughout AO.
Bracketed numbers show RMSE, which is converging.

The total energy function E(N ) is a weighted sum of the
four energy terms, with the weights ﬁxed to wsf s = 1.0,
wprior = 0.1, wsmooth = 0.05 and wnorm = 0.05. The total energy function, which is non-linear in terms of normals
ni , is optimized by the trust-region-reﬂective algorithm. We
initialize the normals to [0, 0, 1]T , facing the camera.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11. Normal estimation of a Lambertian ball in the scene,
jeans. (a) Input image. (b) Ground-truth normal map. (c) Raw normal map. (d) Squared error map of raw normals (RMSE=0.5178),
(e) Our estimated normal map, (f) Squared error map of our estimated normals (RMSE=0.1401).

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Lighting Estimation

4.2. Ground Truth Comparison

In Figure 9, we investigate our approach’s ability to estimate environment light in an indoor scene, by comparing it
to ground truth obtained using a mirrored sphere convolved
with 2nd-order spherical harmonics. It can be observed that
using more clusters and normals, which is made possible
by the relative albedo estimation, leads to more accurate
and robust light estimation. As the normals throughout the
MST are used, the major light directions and intensity resemble that obtained from the mirrored sphere. Figure 10
also shows iterative reﬁnement of light estimation throughout the alternating optimization process. We note that inconsistency in the environment light across the scene due to
non-distant light sources will contribute to error.

Next we validate our approach by conducting an analytical experiment in which we estimate normals of a Lambertian ball in an indoor scene (named jeans in the supplement). Figure 11 shows the results of our approach in
reﬁning the raw normals computed directly from the depth
map. The RMSE is improved from 0.5718 to 0.14012 . The
more apparent error along the sphere boundary is due to the
greater noise in Kinect RGB images near object boundaries.
the RMSE of relative light intensity is in the range [0, 1], the
RMSE of normals is in the range [0, 2], as the squared error of normals is
in range [0, 4]. For example, normals [0, 0, 1]T and [0, 0, −1]T result in
a maximum squared error of 4.
2 While
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library
bedroom
shoe cabinet
wardrobe

Input RGB

Raw Normals (colored)

Result Normals

Raw Normals (shaded)

Result Normals

Zoom-in Views

Figure 12. Kinect scenes repaired by our approach.

4.3. Repairing Kinect Scenes
We tested our approach on four indoor scenes captured
by Kinect, namely, library, bedroom, shoe cabinet and
wardrobe. These are common indoor scenes with shading detail that our approach can make use of to reﬁne the
reconstructed surface. Figure 12 shows the results. In library, the structural holes on the books and shelf are repaired by the propagated patches, and the round surface
of the stool is well reconstructed by shading despite the
presence of noise and holes in the input depth and normal
map. In bedroom, details of the pillow are faithfully reconstructed, e.g., the crease at the top-right corner. In shoe
cabinet, structural propagation enables the proper repair of
the hole at the corner, which provides a correct shape prior
compared to smoothing (see also Figure 8). To this, shading adds further details, e.g., the marks on the shoe. Finally,
in wardrobe, shape-from-shading signiﬁcantly improves the
surface where very ﬁne details such as the folded collar and
button regions can be clearly seen. Please refer to the supplementary materials for three additional results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 13. Comparison to SfS technique of [1]. (a) Input RGB image. (b-d) Our recovered normals and two normal maps N shaded
as N · L with L = (− √13 , √13 , √13 )T and L = ( √13 , √13 , √13 )T .
(e-g) Recovered normals and shaded images of [1] using generic
albedo and illumination priors.

by a Kinect. In this comparison, we used the code provided in [1] with the default parameters. Our approach uses
only the regions with the highest-conﬁdence relative albedos (from the MST) for lighting estimation, rather than the
entire image. Our supplement contains additional results.
Figure 14 compares our albedo normalization result
with the state-of-the-art intrinsic image separation technique of [9], which also makes use of Kinect depth data.
The result of [9] was provided to us by the authors. Their
work assumes the input to be a nearly ﬂawless depth map
obtained from video streams of a moving Kinect, and does
not operate as well with a noisy depth map available from a
single Kinect image. In contrast, our technique performs
more effective albedo normalization because the relative
albedos are obtained with the help of estimated lighting.
This results in more reﬁned shading details, e.g., on the bed.

4.4. Comparison with Other Methods
To demonstrate the possible improvements obtainable
with noisy Kinect depth data in our method, we compare
our depth-assisted approach with a state-of-the-art shapefrom-shading algorithm [1], which operates with only an
RGB image using generic albedo and illumination priors.
As shown in Figure 13, our depth-assisted method achieves
signiﬁcantly better surface normal reconstructions. We believe that the priors used in [1] may be more appropriate for single objects than for full scenes that are captured
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Figure 14. Left: albedo normalization result of Figure 9 by [9].
Right: our result.

5. Discussion
High-quality normals are vital prerequisites for different
practical applications. Figure 15 shows a point cloud significantly reﬁned with our resultant normals using the method
of [10]. In addition, the resultant normals enable realistic
re-lighting and high-quality 3D surface reconstruction. We
kindly refer readers to our supplementary video for various
demonstrations and comparisons.
Limitations: Like other patch-based image completion
methods, the effectiveness of our patch-based hole repairing step is subject to the quality and compatibility of the
surrounding known patches. While the RGB data is in general of higher quality than the depth data, its noise can still
affect the quality of shape-from-shading. For scenes with
local light sources, the environment light may differ significantly in different parts of the scene. This issue could potentially be addressed by solving for the environment light
separately among local regions.
Conclusion: We presented a useful postprocessing method
to improve the quality of surface normals obtained from
Kinect. When used with the latest Kinect, which has higher
resolution in RGB than in depth, the proposed method could
also be utilized for the problem of depth map denoising and
upsampling [20, 3, 13], since the geometry is solved at the
RGB image resolution and its use of shading signiﬁcantly
reduces the effects of depth sensor noise. In future work,
we plan to consider the lighting visibility of scene points
based on the depth map, as this should improve the estimation of lighting, relative albedos, and shape-from-shading.
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